
CAOS TAILGATE BAG 
STEP 1
PREPARE TAILGATE FOR FITMENT

Before fitting the CAOS Tailgate Bag, please ensure the following:

" tailgate is thoroughly washed and dried so that no dust or debris can mark the
paint;

" CAOS Tailgate Protection mat is vacuumed to remove any dust or debris before
installation;

" safe and suitable placement has been considered - not covering number plates,
lights or reverse cameras where possible (driver’s side is usually preferable for
reverse camera blind spot);

" load is secured and an adequate gap is left on the back of the tailgate to prevent
damage to the buckles.

STEP 2 
ATTACH TAILGATE PROTECTION MAT

Position the Tailgate Protection Mat over the desired location with the CAOS logo at 
the top and make sure that the keder cord is over the inside lip of the tailgate - this 
will stop the mat slipping down when the bag is loaded. 

THE NEXT INSTRUCTION IS TO BE UNDERTAKEN VERY CAREFULLY TO 
PREVENT FINGERS FROM BEING PINCHED IN TAILGATE HINGE! 

Release the tailgate and lean the weight of it against your body as you pass the female buckles attached only to the black 
webbing between the gap underneath. You may need to slowly raise or lower the tailgate in order to find the point where the gap 
is largest so that the buckles can pass through.

*The buckles attached by the red webbing do not get passed through into the tub - they are left hanging below the tailgate for bag
attachment later.

The male counterparts to these buckles will be found along the webbing straps that come from the top of the mat. Those closest 
to the mat are to be connected now. Push buckles together and make sure they are correctly clipped in, then pull the slack out of 
the webbing, but don’t tighten yet. 

Before you tighten, make sure that the mat is exactly where you want it and that it’s pulled out nice and straight with no waves in 
it.
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*Whenever you drop your tailgate make sure the buckle attached to the red webbing doesn’t get squashed by your tailgate. Tuck 
them back into the lower holders if need be.

When you're happy with the placement, double check the clips are pushed in properly and that the keder cord is still situated on 
the inside lip. Close the tailgate and pull the straps as tight as they will go. The keder cord at the top should be pulled down hard 
on the tailgate edge, preventing the mat from slipping. Lay the tailgate down and give the strap an extra little tweak to make sure 
all slack is gone. 

*If the mat starts bunching up as you tighten, push the excess mat around the bottom of the tailgate as you go.

STEP 3 
ATTACH BAG

Open the cam buckles and slide them down the strap to the side release buckles you just tightened. Then get your CAOS Tailgate 
Bag and pass the two female buckles at the top through the guide webbing at the top of the Protection Mat and connect them to 
the remaining male buckles on the other side. Pull on the strap until the bag is lifted to meet the top of the tailgate. No need to pull 
tight on this one – it’s just a gradual height adjustment to get the bag sitting even and where you want it.
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Slide the excess strap through the cam buckle and lock it back down. The end result should look like this.

Finally, clip up the hood buckles and the anchoring buckles underneath to prevent movement when 4WDing.

You’re all set!
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